
China Top 5 -5mm Euro Bronze
Solar  Control  Glass
Competitive Price

What  is  5mm  Euro  Bronze  Solar
Control Glass?
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5mm Euro Bronze Solar Control Glass, also known as euro bronze
one-way mirror, euro bronze reflective glass/ coated glass, is
fabricated by applying a metallic coating to 5mm euro bronze
tinted glass. This process enables the glass to reflect heat,
making  it  energy-efficient.  Additionally,  it  effectively
transmits  visible  light  while  blocking  ultraviolet  and
infrared rays, further enhancing its energy-saving properties.

Solar  Control  Glass,  also  kown  as  reflective  glass,  is
generally coated on the glass surface with one or more layers
of metals such as chromium, titanium, or stainless steel, or
their compounds composed of thin films, so that the product is
richly colored, for the visible light has the appropriate
transmittance,  infrared  has  a  high  reflectivity,  high

https://szdragonglass.com/reflective-glass/


absorption  of  ultraviolet  light.

Therefore, also known as the solar control of the glass, and
is often further processed into laminated glass, or insulated
glass units (IGU).

Look! Different kinds of Solar Control Glass in our sample
room.

How is the 5mm Euro Bronze Solar
Control Glass produced?

Raw Material Preparation: Choosing premium 5mm glass as
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the raw material.

Cleaning and Preparing: Thoroughly clean the glass to
remove any dirt, dust, or impurities that could affect
the coating process.

Coating Application: Apply a metallic coating, typically
made  of  materials  like  silver,  aluminum,  or  metal
oxides, to one surface of the glass sheet. This coating
is  responsible  for  giving  the  glass  its  reflective
properties.

Curing or Drying: Cure the coated glass in a controlled
environment to ensure proper adhesion and durability of
the reflective layer.

Inspection of Quality： Conduct a detailed inspection of
the coated glass to check for uniformity of the coating,
absence of defects, and overall quality standards.

Packaging: Finally, the glass is cleaned, inspected, and
packaged for shipment to ensure it arrives in perfect
condition at its destination.



The Production Line



Rigorous Quality Control

What are the Features of 5mm Euro
Bronze Solar Control Glass?

Energy  Efficiency:  To  control  solar  energy  radiation



effectively, and block far infrared radiation, it can
help you reduce air conditioning costs in the summer and
heating  costs  in  the  winter,  while  also  preventing
damage to furniture and other items in your home.

Privacy:  Euro  Bronze  Solar  Control  Glass  has  a
unidirectional light transmission feature that produces
a glass mirror effect on the light-facing side while
maintaining the transparency of the glass on the backlit
side. This feature can effectively block the view of the
outside of the building, but will not block the view of
the inside, playing a good role in privacy protection.

Aesthetic Appeal: The glass comes from 5mm tinted euro
bronze glass, which adds a distinctive visual impact to
the building.



SDG Solar Control Glass panels in the warehouse.

What are the Specifications of 5mm
Euro Bronze Solar Control Glass?

Item Name: 5mm Euro Bronze Solar Control Glass

Glass Color: Euro Bronze

Glass Shape: flat, bent, or customized

Glass Size: sheet
size,1650x2140mm,2140x3300mm,2250x3300mm,2440x3300mm others

can be customized or cut;

Quality: IGCC /ASTM/CCC/IS09001, etc;

Production Time: 1-15 days, most of the time have stocks.

Packing: Export-level strong plywood crates;

Payment Term: T/T bank wire transfer
High Quality, Customization

Product Parameter







5mm Solar Control Glass Samples



The Packing List



Quality Standard:

Dragon Glass, as a prominent Chinese glass supplier, holds
certifications for an extensive array of products, spanning
from reflective glass to toughened glass, laminated glass, and
insulated glass.

Subject to IS09001, CE;

Subject to ASTM

Subject to EN12150

Subject to SGCC-ANSI-Z97.1, ect.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/shenzhen-dragon-glass/




The Applications of 5mm Euro Bronze
Solar Control Glass

Apply to window systems;

Apply to door systems;

Many others



Packing and Delivery:



In addition to 5mm Euro Bronze Solar Control Glass, we also
offer  Solar  Control  Glass  in  various  other  colors  and
thicknesses, all of which are currently in stock or scheduled
for delivery.

Contact us to place your orders. We assure you that you will
not be disappointed!

https://szdragonglass.com/contact/

